
Hi, All Northern Moreton Bay Rovers and RA’s, 

If you are running activities that require a C5 to be approved, and you wish me to approve it, 
here is what I require. 

1. C5 and Risk Assessment to be completed and to me 2 weeks prior to activity. 
 

2. If Alcohol is to be consumed on Scout Property on an activity then I will need C5, Risk Assessment & 
F30 to me 4 weeks prior to the Activity. 

This allows me to assess the Situation and get the F30 form to BA Rovers as he requires 3 weeks to 
process. The F30 must be accompanied by as much information about other Patrons at the proposed 
activity site during and after the period that alcohol is to be consumed. This will make his job easier. 

3. Risk Assessments MUST include mitigation of Risks associated with having Alcohol Consumed during 
the activity. 

 How much is being consumed (glass with meal, social drinks around campfire, etc) 
 Times it is being Consumed (evening meal 6pm-8pm, social 6pm-midnight,etc) 
 In case of Emergency is there a Plan & Designated Driver/Adult (Sober) 
 Physical Surroundings (increased trip hazards, Cliffs, Water bodies, use of tools like Axes, etc.) 
 Violent or Anti-Social Behaviour (reactions to consumption, small or large quantities 
 Morning After issues, including who’s driving/working that may still be under the influence. 

 

If you find you do require fast approval on a camp/activity, please provide as many details to why it is so, and 
there will not be approval on Alcohol Consumption in these cases. 

If Alcohol is consumed and the form has not been approved then consequences and follow up will come from 
Chief Commissioner which could lead to suspension from the movement. - BA Rovers Quote 

 

I am available on email, sms, phone, fax and through FB messenger. 

Yours in Rovering 

Alex Mizen – BRONCO 
ARC – Rover Advisor 
Northern Moreton Bay Region 
arc.rovers@nmb.scoutsqld.com.au 
bronco@ozscouts.com 
m: 0416 059 041 
fx: 07 3102 6218 


